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Jiangshi 

 Today when people talk of video games they think of Zombie, when they think of weird 

creature people talk about zombies. People even think of horror when they talk of zombies. 

Zombies are almost the most popular topic all over the world. But whenever people talks about 

it. It usually western zombie. Well, there are different kinds of zombie and I am going to 

introduce you the Chinese zombie known as the Jiangshi. 

 Jiangshi is a Chinese vampire and zombie. It does not came from disease and virus like 

western zombies. They mostly came from necromancy. Also died bodies which didn't recove a 

proper funeral or he or she's corpse have large enough "qi" would also turn into a Jiangshi. The 

word Jiangshi can also meant as "stiff corpse". Because the way Jiangshi move: “placed their 

arms straight ahead of them and hopped on the spot, much to the delight of their peers.”  They 1

move like koala and not so clever. Jiangshi are blind, but they can hear and smell. They were 

many way to defeat a Jinagshi like mirrors or “an item made from the wood of a peach tree; a 

rooster’s call; the hooves of a black donkey; and the blood of a black dog, to name but a few. 

They also have an obsessive desire to count things. So apparently just throwing a load of objects, 

such as rice grains, at their feet will halt their path, as they will feel an overwhelming urge to 
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catalogue your useless junk.” There are also six level of Jinagshi and they suck a live force out 2

of victim called “Qi” witch was pretty fun to know. 

 The legend of Jiangshi mostly came form a book which was written in Qing dynasty 

called Yuewei Caotang Biji know as Random Notes at the Cottage of Close Scrutiny . But 3

Jiangshi start at Ming Dynasty. 

 The legend produced many jobs and tradition funeral that used to help preventing the 

birth of Jiangshi. they have practice like“driving corpses in Xiangxi” Which is transporting 

people’s corpse back to they’re hometown. 
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